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MARINE LITTER

GLOBAL DECLARATION

Marine litter is human-created waste that has 
been intentionally or unintentionally discharged 
into the coastal or marine environment. Its effects 
have prompted governments, private enterprises, 
environmental groups, and countless citizens to 
take action.

Marine litter is not only unsightly – it can harm 
ocean ecosystems, wildlife, and potentially 
humans. It can injure coral reefs and bottom 
dwelling species and entangle or drown ocean 
wildlife. Some marine animals ingest the litter, 
which can result in starvation and death. Medical 
waste (such as syringes), sharp objects, and large 
pieces of litter can pose a direct threat to humans. 
In addition, the economic impact of marine litter 
is significant.

Plastics makers and processors agree that plastic 
waste has no place in the ocean and have long 
been involved in efforts to reduce plastic marine 
litter, from conducting research to enhancing 
product stewardship to cleaning up beaches. 

To consolidate and leverage these efforts, and to 
generate additional innovative solutions, 47 plastics 
associations from regions across the globe signed 
the Declaration of the Global Plastics Associations 
for Solutions on Marine Litter in March 2011. 
The Global Declaration represented a public 
commitment by a global industry to tackle a

global problem: plastic litter in the coastal and 
marine environment.

The Global Declaration, announced at the 5th 
International Marine Debris Conference, identified 
six focused work areas where contributions could 
be made and asked signatories to identify specific 
actions – from educational campaigns to increased 
plastics recycling – to undertake in each area. 
They also agreed to track and report progress.
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This 5th Progress Report (June 2020) provides an 
update on that commitment. (Progress Reports 
also were published in 2018, 2016, 2014, and 
2012.)

The 5th Progress Report can be viewed at: 
https://www.marinelittersolutions.com/what-we-
do/progress-report/

The Global Declaration and list of signatories can 
be found at: 
https://www.marinelittersolutions.com/about-us/
joint-declaration/

As of early 2020, 395 projects have been planned, 
underway, or completed. This represents an 
increase of four times the number of projects 
since the Declaration was announced. The projects 
vary widely, from expanding waste management 
capacities to advocating effective public policies to 
creating education campaigns. These projects have 
been undertaken by 80 plastics associations that 
have signed the Global Declaration in 43 countries, 
plus an additional 13 associations that have not 
signed the Declaration.
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Countries 27

Projects 100

Africa 26

The Americas 141

Arabian Gulf 7

Asia 85

Australia/New Zealand 13

Europe Including Russia and Turkey 117

Global 8
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Countries 34
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Projects 260
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Countries 40

Projects 355
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Countries 43

Projects 395

Ending plastic waste in our ocean will require 
a more circular economy to keep plastics in 
productive use and out of our environment. 

It will require substantial improvements in 
recycling and waste infrastructure, changes in 

product design, and new business models to 
repurpose all sorts of used plastics.

Solving plastics litter requires global 
collaboration and bold actions. We need strong 

partnerships between an interconnected plastics 
value chain and all stakeholders, at the local, 

national, and global level, to solve this problem 
and roll-out innovative, sustainable solutions.

The way forward is to work with all stakeholders 
from upstream manufacturers to downstream 

fabricators, brand owners, governments, NGOs, 
media, and consumers as a team through the 

circular economy to find more ways to end 
plastic waste.
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